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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Following [SESAR, 2007, 2012; SESAR-JU, 2013], the SESAR concept of operations beyond
2020 (SESAR2020+) involves a series of changes relative to current Air Traffic Management
(ATM). Central to these changes is the paradigm shift that aircraft should fly according to agreed
conflict free 4D trajectory plans which are made known to all actors involved as Reference
Business Trajectories (RBT’s). A big unknown in this RBT framework is how everything works
under various kinds of uncertainty, as a result of which one or more aircraft may not realize their
RBT’s. There are several categories of uncertainty (including unexpected disturbances) that
cannot be totally avoided, such as: Meteorological uncertainties; Data related uncertainties;
Human related uncertainties; and Technical systems related uncertainties.
In principle the SESAR2020+ ConOps has been designed to take care of these kinds of
uncertainty through the possibility to revise 4D trajectory plans, and also to allow air traffic
control to issue tactical flight instructions to pilots if the 4D planning layer has run out of time.
Although these tactical instructions are quite similar to the established way of working by an air
traffic controller, there also are significant differences.
Under SESAR2020+ an air traffic controller is expected to handle significantly more aircraft in
its sector. Therefore the SESAR2020+ ConOps also foresees dedicated tactical decision support
tools for air traffic controllers. The key issue is how to optimize the socio-technical collaboration
between the 4D planning layer and the tactical layer in order to manage air traffic most
effectively while taking into account the various uncertainties.
In conventional ATM, mediumterm planning is provided by the planning controller, flight crews
and their Flight Management Systems (FMS), whereas the tactical loop is formed by the tactical
controller and flight crews. Thanks to decades of evolutionary developments, the collaboration
between these two layers has been optimized. For SESAR2020+ a similar optimization of the
novel 4D planning layer with the tactical layer is needed. Because the collaboration between
these layers involves dynamic interactions between human decision makers, technical support
systems, aircraft evolution, weather and other uncertainties, the combined effects result in types
of emergent behaviours that cannot be predicted from the sum of the elemental behaviours. This
can easily lead to negative emergent behaviours at time scales that remain invisible using
established evaluation techniques.
1.2

EMERGIA project

During large European research projects HYBRIDGE and iFly, innovative complexity science
techniques have been developed and applied to airborne self-separation concepts of operations.
In order to understand and improve the emergent behaviours of SESAR2020+ at multiple time
scales, the EMERGIA project will use these innovative complexity science techniques. This way
EMERGIA aims to dramatically reduce the risks that negative emergent behaviours have to be
repaired at a late stage, at huge operational costs, and will shorten the period needed to optimize
the system architecture and design of SESAR2020+.
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The most advanced airborne self-separation concept of operations studied within iFly, makes use
of similar 4D planning and tactical layers as SESAR2020+, though fully airborne. This ConOps
is referred to as the A3 model. Based on rare event Monte Carlo simulations of this A3 model,
conducted within the iFly project, [Blom & Bakker, 2011a,b, 2012] have shown that in an
advanced airborne-self separation TBO concept the 4D planning and tactical layers can work so
well together that this leads to very powerful positive emergent behaviours, even beyond
expectations of the concept developers. As a result of these powerful positive emergent
behaviours, the advanced airborne self-separation concept considered can safely accommodate
very high enroute traffic demands. This raises the question whether these powerful emergent
behaviours can be maintained while moving the 4D planning layer and the tactical layer to the
ground, as is the case with SESAR2020+. The objective of EMERGIA is to answer this research
question [EMERGIA, 2012].
The EMERGIA plan is to address the above formulated research question in three steps. The first
step is to develop a ground-based version of the A3 model (shortly referred to as A3G model), to
compare this to the SESAR2020+ ConOps, and to use the innovative complexity science
techniques to identify the emergent behaviours of this A3G model. The second step is to
compare these emergent behaviours to the powerful positive emergent behaviours of the
advanced airborne self-separation ConOps, and to study the possible improvement of the A3G
model in case of significant difference in emergent behaviours. The third step is to evaluate the
improved A3G model on its emergent behaviours, again by using the innovative complexity
science techniques. The first two steps have been completed in WP2 and WP3 respectively.
1.3

Results of EMERGIA WP2 and WP3

Within WP2, key sub-systems of the A3 ConOps have been moved from the air to the ground,
and also the tactical and planning controllers have been inserted in the loop. Subsequently the
question has been addressed whether the resulting ground-based TBO ConOps provides the same
positive findings as those obtained for the A3 ConOps? The theoretical expectation was that this
should be possible, because the conflict resolution algorithms stay the same, and so do the pilots
and aircraft that have to assess and fly the trajectories. The only change is that the tactical and
planning controllers are now placed within the control loop. In order to test this theoretical
expectation, a ground based version (A3G) of the A3 ConOps has been developed, as well as an
agent-based A3G model and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation software. Subsequently, rare event
MC simulations have been conducted with this agent-based A3G model, for two-aircraft and
eight-aircraft encounter scenarios. These rare event MC simulations have shown that the A3G
model falls short in safely handling the very high en route traffic demand similarly well as the
A3 model does. The key difficulty is that the A3G ConOps poses unrealistic requirements upon
the pilots and controllers. These developments and findings have been reported in [EMERGIA
D2.2, 2014] and [Blom&Bakker, 2015].
The follow-up in WP3 was for an independent design team to use the findings for these A3G
simulations as triggering points for the development of improvements to the A3G ConOps. This
has been done in [EMERGIA D3.1, 2015]. The key improvements identified are:
a. Re-introducing a small spacing buffer between the minimum distance between 4D plans and
the separation minima;
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b. Prior to involving the ATCo and pilots, the ATC system completes the iteration of medium
term conflict resolution for all aircraft involved;
c. Preventing that a tactical conflict resolution is opposite to a preceding tactical conflict
resolution;
d. Short term conflict resolution algorithm on the ground will take into account that the
implementation of such tactical resolution will happen with a non-deterministic delay;
e. Placing the tactical ATCo out of the loop, as a result of which a tactical resolution proposal by
the ATC system is directly uplinked to the pilot, thus without the delay of verification by the
tactical ATCo;
f. Uplinking of medium term and short term resolution instructions is done according to a timeto-conflict prioritization criterion rather than the First-In-First-Out principle;
g. Prior to uplinking a tactical resolution, the ATC system completes the iteration of short term
conflict resolution for all aircraft involved.
The ConOps resulting from these improvements is referred to as improved A3G (iA3G).
Appendix A compares iA3G ConOps versus SESAR2020+ ConOps.
1.4

This report

In the preceding WP4 report [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016] the above mentioned improvements a-g
have been implemented in an agent-based simulation model of the iA3G ConOps, with model
assumptions listed in appendix B. Subsequently, initial rare event MC simulations have been
conducted for an eight aircraft encounter scenario; the number of MC runs for each result is
listed in Appendix C. The simulation results showed that the improvements a-g make great
sense, as a result of which the iA3G model performs much better than the A3G model. However,
some of the iA3G parameter reference values used so far may be too conservative.
This leaves the following research questions to be answered during the last phase of the
EMERGIA project:
1. Is it possible to relax the iA3G parameter reference values to less demanding values without
losing its performance?
2. Does the iA3G model also perform well on the random traffic scenario?
The aim of the current report is to address these two questions. This is organized as follows.
Section 2 runs additional rare event MC simulations with the eight-aircraft encounter scenario in
order to find out which parameter values can be relaxed, and which not; this yields the iA3G
parameter baseline values. Section 3 runs rare event MC simulations for dense random traffic
scenarios. Section 4 draws conclusions.
For sections 2 and 3, material has been used from [Cabrera, 2016].
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2 MC SIMULATION OF THE EIGHT AIRCRAFT ENCOUNTER
2.1

Eight aircraft encounter scenario

In this Section Monte Carlo simulation results for eight-aircraft encounters under the iA3G
model are presented and discussed. An illustrative example realization of such eight-aircraft
encounter is given in Figure 2.1. This simulation realization shows what happens when after a
short term conflict resolution the aircraft has no longer an intent which leads to its final goal.
The red parts of the curve indicate when the aircraft is controlled manually (i.e. not by FMS),
meaning in Short Term Conflict resolution mode. As can be seen after an aircraft comes in STC
mode, it will continue to do so. The aircraft will continue to fly the proposed STC heading
change until the back-to-goal resolution provides a new 4D plan to its destination.

Figure 2.1. Realization of an eight-aircraft encounter under the A3G model. The aircraft start on the edge
of a big circle and fly across through the centre. Medium term and Short term resolution maneuvers are
black and red coloured respectively.
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2.2

iA3G Parameter Reference Values and Simulation results

Based on earlier rare event MC simulation findings for the A3 and A3G model, the iA3G
parameter values that are candidates for further testing are the following:
- P0 : ANP/buffer between horizontal resolution distance and minimum separation.
- P1-P2: Aircraft system failure parameters.
- P3-P4: ATC system failure parameters.
- P5 : Global CNS failure parameters.
- P6-P7: ATCo response times.
- P8 : ATC uplink transmitter sending time.
- P9 : Pilot response times.
Table 2.1 summarizes further details about the iA3G reference values and the A3 baseline values
adopted for these parameters. For a complete listing of the iA3G parameters and their reference
values see [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016, annex B].
Table 2.1. Relevant iA3G parameter reference values vs. A3 parameter baseline values

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

ANP

0.1

1

121a

4.5 NM

5 NM

121b

4.5 NM

5 NM

124

5.0 NM

5 NM

126

5.0 NM

5 NM

127a

5.0 NM

-

127c

5.0 NM

-

94

1E-10

5E-05

0.5 hour

0.5 hour

1E-10

5E-05

#
Actual
Navigation
87
Performance (P0)
Horizontal
parameters

Horizontal
parameters

separation
(P0)

resolution
(P0)

111

down
 ADS
TRM

Aircraft
system
failure
112
parameters (P1, P2)
116a

down
 ATCUplink
 REC

0.5 hour

0.5 hour

116b

down
p ATCUplink
 REC

1E-10

5E-05

168

1E-10

5E-05

ATC Ground System failure
169
parameters (P3,P4)

1E-10

5E-05

172

1E-10

5E-05
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Global
CNS
parameters (P5)

failure

65

occ
 ADS
 Bglobal

1 hour

1 hour

66

p occ
ADS  Bglobal

1E-10

5E-05

69

down
 ATC
 global

1 hour

1 hour

70

1E-10

-

174

1s

-

175

1s

-

176

1s

-

177

1s

-

173

1s

-

1s

5.7 s

ATCo response (P6, P7)

ATC Uplink time (P8)

Pilot response

(P9)

1

13

Td

14

 Td

1s

30 s

24

Mon
 PF

1s

20 s

2

Figure 2.2 presents for an eight-aircraft encounter scenario the simulation results for iA3G
model with parameter reference values in comparison with the earlier curves obtained for the A3
model and the A3G model [EMERGIA D2.2, 2014].

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.2. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for the
eight-aircraft encounter with parameter reference values.
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The risk curves in Figure 2.2 present the measured probability of the horizontal distance between
simulated flight trajectories being equal or less than several distance values (from 6 NM to 0
NM). It is an empirical distribution function. The iA3G curve in Figure 2.2 is much better than
the curve for the A3G model, and is also better than the curve for the A3 model. It should be
noticed that the improvement over the A3 curve is due to the much higher system reliability
values adopted for the iA3G model than for the A3 model. In addition to this difference the
iA3G curve also shows a sharper edge for the part between 5 and 4 NM. However, these results
are obtained for iA3G parameter reference values that are rather unrealistic.
2.3

Relax parameters P0 (ANP and horizontal buffer)

In order to increase ANP value from 0.1 Nm to 1 Nm the following two pairs of minimum
horizontal separation and minimum horizontal resolution have been tested (4.5 NM / 5.5 Nm)
and (5 Nm / 6 Nm). These two sets of parameter values are specified in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2
respectively. Each of them provides a buffer of 1 NM between horizontal resolution and
minimum separation. The rare event MC simulation results for these two sets of values are given
in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
Table 2.2a. Relaxed P0 Parameter values test

Actual Navigation
Performance
Horizontal
separation
parameters

Horizontal
resolution
parameters

#

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P0 TEST
VALUES

87

ANP

0.1

1

1

121a

4.5 NM

5 NM

4.5 NM

121b

4.5 NM

5 NM

4.5 NM

124

5.0 NM

5 NM

5.5 NM

126

5.0 NM

5 NM

5.5 NM

127a

5.0 NM

-

5.5 NM

127c

5.0 NM

-

5.5 NM

The new curves in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are not as sharp as it is under ANP0.1. For the
probabilities above 102 this is simply due to the difference between ANP1 and ANP0.1.
However, the steep parts of the curves are the result of a combination of the ANP value, and the
values for separation and resolution. Both in Figure 2.3 and in Figure 2.4, the behaviour shown
in the new curve is very good overall, which means that ANP value may go up to 1 Nm if the
horizontal resolution value is 1 Nm larger than the minimum horizontal separation criterion. The
conclusion is that both combinations (i.e. 1NM/4.5NM/5.5NM and 1NM/5NM/6NM) are
feasible for a well performing iA3G model.
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.3. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for
the eight-aircraft encounter (4.5 Nm horizontal separation and 5.5 Nm horizontal resolution)

Table 2.2b. Relaxed P0 Parameter values test 2

Actual Navigation
Performance
Horizontal
separation
parameters

Horizontal
resolution
parameters

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P0 2nd TEST
VALUES

#

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

87

ANP

0.1

1

1

121a

4.5 NM

5 NM

5 NM

121b

4.5 NM

5 NM

5 NM

124

5.0 NM

5 NM

6 NM

126

5.0 NM

5 NM

6 NM

127a

5.0 NM

-

6 NM

127c

5.0 NM

-

6 NM
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.4. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for the
eight-aircraft encounter (5 Nm horizontal separations and 6 Nm horizontal resolutions)

2.4

Relax parameter P1 (GNSS receiver failure)

For this test, the probability of GNSS receiver not working in the own positioning systems agent
of the aircraft is evaluated. In that situation, the aircraft would be only depending on its inertial
reference system (IRS).
The test value for the GNSS receiver failure probability has been set to the value used in the A3
model (see Table 2.3). The simulation results obtained are shown in Figure 2.5.

Table 2.3. Relaxed P1 Parameter value test

#
Systems failure
parameters –
Aircraft
(P1)

94

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P1 TEST
VALUE

1E-10

5E-05

5E-05
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.5. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for the
eight-aircraft encounter (local systems failure analysis, GNSS receiver)

The new curve in Figure 2.5 has a significant footing which starts at the level 10-4. In
order to find a better curve, a 500 times lower value has been chosen as 2nd test value for
(see Table 2.4).

Table 2.4. Relaxed P1 Parameter value – 2nd Test

#
Systems failure
parameters –
Aircraft
(P1)

94

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P1 TEST 2nd
VALUE

1E-10

5E-05

1E-07

Using the value shown in Table 2.4, the simulation results obtained are shown in Figure
2.6. This new curve is as good as the one obtained for A3.
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.6. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for the
eight-aircraft encounter (local systems failure analysis, GNSS receiver failure 2nd test)

2.5 Relax parameters P2 (ADS-B transmitter and ATC uplink receiver
failures)
The ADS-B transmitter sends the State and RBT information of own aircraft to the ATC
Ground System. If the ADS-B transmitter is not working, the aircraft state and RBT information
is not received by the ground.
The reference value of this parameter has been changed to the value used in the A3
model (see Table 2.5). The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.7.

Table 2.5. Relaxed P2 Parameter value test

#
Systems failure
parameters –
Aircraft
(P2)

112

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P2 TEST
VALUE

1E-10

5E-05

5E-05
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.7. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for the
eight-aircraft encounter (local systems failure analysis, GNSS receiver)

The value of this parameter has a very significant effect on the results. A tail appears in
the curve around 10-4. In the A3 model, the aircraft whose ADS-B transmitter is not working
still has an ADS-B receiver, so it still has high quality information from all other aircraft and it is
able to resolve conflicts. However, the agent calculating the resolutions in the iA3G model is the
ATC Ground System and it is lacking the information about that particular aircraft.
The value at which the tail appears can be mathematically deduced. The probability of all
the 8 ADS-B transmitters working is the following:

Therefore, the probability of at least one ADS-B transmitter not working is:

If

= 5E-05, then the above yields a value of 4E-04.

The above equation can also be used the other way around in order to find the value that leads to
the desired curve we have to assume that the probability that at least one ADS-TRM is not
working equals 10-7. This yields for the failure probability of a single ADS transmitter:
 1.25E  8
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This means that a slightly better value of 1E-08 is adopted as the required value for
this is indicated in Table 2.6.

;

Table 2.6. Relaxed P2 Parameter value test

#
Systems failure
parameters –
Aircraft
(P2)

PARAMETER

112

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P2 TEST
VALUE

1E-10

5E-05

1E-08

Although it is unlikely that a similar sensitivity applies to a failure of the ATC Uplink receiver
(# 116a), for the time being a cautious approach is taken by adopting the same failure probability
value of 108 .

2.6 Relax parameter P3 (ATC ground system failure and ADS-B
receiver failure)
When the ATC ground system fails then the ground system does not detect conflicts and
therefore cannot solve them and no resolution advice is generated. In Table 2.7 three values are
given that are tested through MC simulations. The resulting simulation results are given in
Figure 2.8.
Table 2.7. P3 Parameter values comparison

#
ATC Ground system
failure parameter
(P3)

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

Comparable
A3

P3 TEST
VALUE
1E-07

169

1E-10

5E-05

1E-06
1E-05

A tail appears at approximately the event probability coincident with the probability
value set for the parameter. The probability of an event occurring may be small but the effect is
very large. As long as it is kept at 10-7 the results are as good as the ones obtained for the A3
model. This very same value has also been adopted for the ADS-B receiving module (P4).
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.8. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss
distance, for the eight-aircraft encounter (ATC system failure analysis)

2.7

Relax parameter P5 (ATC uplink or ADS-B frequency occupied)

For the probability of ATC Uplink frequency being down, a significant effect on the total
system is expected. Three test values are being used, as is indicated in the right row of Table 2.8.
Table 2.8. Relaxed P5 Parameter values test

#

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P5 TEST
VALUE
1E-07

Global ATC Uplink
frequency occupied
(P5)

70

1E-10

-

1E-06
1E-05

69

down
ATC
 global

1 hr

-

1hr

The results of the simulations are represented in Figure 2.9. At 1E-07, the results were as
good as the ones obtained for the reference set of parameters. Above this value, a tail appears at
the event probability coincident with the probability of the frequency being down. The
conclusion is that a value of 1E-07 instead of 1E-10 would be good enough for the iA3G model.
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It should be taken into account that the mean duration of the frequency being occupied
down

( ATC global ) has been set to 1 hour which is unrealistically high [EMERGIA D3.1]. At more
realistic (lower) values, the p down
ATC  global value could be increased above 1E-07.

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.9. Effect of changing ATC Uplink frequency occupied. Dark green curve = 1E-06; light green curve
= 1E-07; red curve = 1E-08; orange curve = 1E-09; blue curve = 1E-10.

Regarding the ADS-B frequency occupancy (# 66), we simply adopt the same requirement that
was found under P2 for requirement of failure by at least one of the ADS-B transmitters, i.e. a
probability of 1E-07 at a mean down duration of 1 hour.
2.8

Relax parameter P6 (ATCo-T response time)

The response time of the ATCo-T has been taken as 1 second in the set of baseline iA3G
parameter values. For the iA3G ConOps this is a realistic value, as the ATCo-T is not in the loop
anymore. Nevertheless, the response time of the ATCo-T was changed to 10 seconds for testing
purposes (Table 2.9)). The simulation results are given in Figure 2.10.
Table 2.9. Relaxed P6 Parameter value test

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P6 TEST
VALUE

174

1s

-

10 s

175

1s

-

10 s

#
ATCo-T response
(P6)

PARAMETER
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.10. Event probability per a/c as a function of miss distance under different ATCo-T responses.

The simulation results in Figure 2.10 show that there is now a significant tail. This means
that it is a sufficient good design choice for iA3G in taking ATCo-T out of the loop. However,
on the basis of the shape of the green curve in Figure 2.10 alone it cannot be concluded that
ATCo-T should stay out of the direct STCR loop.
2.9

Relax parameter P7 (ATCo-P response time)

As reference value, the response time of the ATCo-P has been taken as 1 second. This
value is unrealistic. Changing the response time of the ATCo-P to a higher value (10 seconds and
30 seconds), it is possible to analyse the effect of the delay in the ATCo’s responses. The
resulting curve in Figure 2.11 shows that the results are as good as the ones with a faster
response. This means that in the iA3G model the ATCo-P response time is less critical.
Therefore, the value can be changed to realistic value of 30 seconds.
Table 2.10. Relaxed P7 Parameter value test

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

176

1s

-

177

1s

-

#
ATCo-P response
(P7)

PARAMETER
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P7 TEST
VALUE
10 s
30 s
10 s
30 s

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.11. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for
the eight-aircraft encounter (ATCo-P response analysis); Blue curve coincides with the Green curve.

2.10 Relax parameter P8 (ATC uplink sending time)
The ATC Uplink transmitter is responsible for sending the resolutions advices from the
ground to the aircraft. The value of the ATC Uplink delay has been relaxed from 1 second to 5
and 10 seconds (see Table 2.11). The simulation results are shown in Figure 2.2
Under iA3G, the total delay of an STCR is the sum of the ATCo-T delay, the ATC
Uplink sending time delay and the Pilot delay in acceptance and implementation. When
comparing the results with those obtained for the reference-value curve, it is noticeable that a tail
does appear when the delay grows. Therefore it is advised to limit the ATC uplink delay to 1 s.

Table 2.11. Relaxed P8 Parameter values

#
ATC Uplink time
(P8)

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

1s

-

173
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P8 TEST
VALUE
5s
10 s

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.12. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss
distance, for the eight-aircraft encounter (ATC Uplink sending time analysis)

2.11 Relax parameter P9 (Pilot response time)
For the sensitivity analysis the pilot mean decision delay time for STCR and the pilot mean
decision delay time for MTCR are varied as indicated in Table 2.12. The MTCR and STCR
simulation results are given in Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14 respectively.
T2

When changing the value of the pilot MTCR response (  d ) to 30 seconds, the curve in
Figure 2.13 remains almost the same than in the reference curve. Therefore, the pilot MTCR
delay value can be set at to the more realistic value used in the A3 model.

Table 2.12. Relaxed P9 Parameter values test.

Pilot response
(P9)

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

P9 TEST
VALUES

Td

1s

5.7 s

5.7 s

Td2

1s

30 s

30 s

#

PARAMETER

13
14

1
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Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.13. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for
the eight-aircraft encounter (Pilot response analysis, MTCR)

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.14. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event, for the eight-aircraft encounter (P9, STCR)
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The effect of the STCR change is shown in Figure 2.14; a minor footing starts to appear at the
level of 10-6. In order to get a clearer picture of the behaviour of the tail, the mean parameter
was also substituted by two other values (10 s and 15 s), with the simulation results shown in
Figure 2.15. The longer the mean delay, the earlier the tail appears. However the change is not
dramatically. The overall conclusion is that a mean pilot delay of 5.7 s on an STCR is
acceptable.

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 2.15. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss distance, for
the eight-aircraft encounter (Pilot response analysis, STCR, comparison)

2.12 Relax parameters P0 through P9 simultaneously
Table 2.13 collects all the selected parameter values identified above; these are referred to as the
iA3G baseline parameter values. Figure 2.16 shows the combined effect on the curve of the
simultaneous change of all these parameter values.
Table 2.13. iA3G parameter baseline values vs. A3 parameter baseline values

#
Actual
Navigation
87
Performance (P0)
Horizontal
separation
121a
parameters (P0)

PARAMETER
ANP
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BASELINE
VALUE iA3G

BASELINE
VALUE A3

1

1

5 NM

5 NM

Horizontal
parameters

resolution
(P0)

121b

5 NM

5 NM

124

6 NM

5 NM

126

6 NM

5 NM

127a

6 NM

-

127c

6 NM

-

94

1E-7

5E-05

0.5 hour

0.5 hour

1E-8

5E-05

111

down
 ADS
TRM

Aircraft
system
failure
112
parameters (P1, P2)
116a

down
 ATCUplink
 REC

0.5 hour

0.5 hour

116b

p down
ATCUplinkREC

1E-8

5E-05

168

1E-7

5E-05

ATC Ground System failure
169
parameters (P3,P4)

1E-7

5E-05

172

1E-7

5E-05

Global
CNS
parameters (P5)

failure

65

occ
 ADS
 Bglobal

1 hour

1 hour

66

p occ
ADS  Bglobal

1E-7

1E-06

69

down
ATC  global

1 hour

1 hour

70

1E-7

-

174

1s

-

175

1s

-

176

30 s

-

177

30 s

-

173

1s

-

5.7 s

5.7 s



ATCo response (P6, P7)

ATC Uplink time (P8)

Pilot response

(P9)

1

13

Td

14

 Td

30 s

30 s

24

Mon
 PF

20 s

20 s

2
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The simulation results of the 8 a/c encounter scenario for iA3G with these baseline values are
shown in Figure 2.16, together with the A3 curve for the same 8 a/c encounter scenario. The
iA3G curve is better than the A3 curve. Firstly, the iA3G curve starts diving earlier due to larger
resolution distance (6 Nm vs. 5 Nm). Secondly, the iA3G curve makes a steeper dive just past
the 5 Nm miss distance than the A3 curve does; this reflects that iA3G’s does not actively
involve any pilot in iterations needed for identifying joint tactical resolutions. Thirdly, the iA3G
curve levels off at a slightly lower value than the A3 curve does.

iA3G (baseline values)

Figure 2.16. Estimated probability per aircraft of a miss event, for the iA3G model vs. the A3 model on the
eight-aircraft encounter; using for iA3G the parameter baseline values from Table 2.13.

2.13 Interpretation of the 8 aircaft encounter results obtained
In this subsection the results obtained for the eight aircraft encounter tests are elaborated. Also
the influence of iA3G model assumptions (see Annex B) is considered. In Table 2.14 an
overview is given of the requirement levels posed by the iA3G baseline values for the eight
aircraft scenario. The first column indicates the specific type of model parameters. The second
column indicates the key model parameters. The last column indicates the level of requirement
posed by the eight aircraft scenario to the values of the iA3G model parameters. The indications
used for the possible levels of requirements are normal, high and very high.
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Table 2.14: Requirement levels posed by the eight aircraft scenario according to the iA3G model
Type

Key model parameters

Requirement level

P0

ANP and buffer

Normal

P1

GNSS receiver failure

High

P2

ADS-B transmitter failure

Very high

ATC Uplink receiver failure

Very high

P3

ATC Ground system failure

High

P4

ADS-B ground receiver failure

High

P5

ATC Uplink Frequency occupied

High

ADS-B frequency occupied

High

P6

ATCo-Tactical maximum response time

High

P7

ATCo-Planning maximum response time

Normal

P8

ATC uplink transmitter sending duration

High

P9

Pilot response time

Normal

There are seven types of model parameters for with the requirement levels are (very) high:
P1. GNSS receiver failure
P2. ADS-B transmitter or ATC uplink receiver failures
P3. ATC ground system failure
P4. ADS-B ground receiver failure
P5. Global Frequencies of ATC Uplink or ADS-B occupied
P6. ATCo-Tactical maximum response time
P8. ATC Uplink transmitter sending duration
Each of these seven is discussed next, taking into account iA3G model assumptions A0-A10.
P1. Airborne GNSS receiver failure
The effect of an airborne GNSS receiver failure in the iA3G model is different from the effect in
the A3 model. In the A3 model a not working GNSS receiver doesn’t have a large effect on the
results, because the own aircraft still resolves all the conflicts. However in the iA3G model this
is not the case anymore. The position error of an aircraft increases when the GNSS receiver is
not working. In the ATC ground system this difference between the real position of aircraft-i and
the 4D RBT-i information results in a non-conform RBT. The ATC ground system then drops
the RBT information of aircraft-i. Then only the state information of aircraft-i can be used,
which results in a short term conflict.
The Monte Carlo simulation results showed that in the iA3G model a failure probability of
1.0 *107 is necessary. In the A3 model the safety requirement for this failure probability is
5*105 , which is a factor 500 less demanding. One should be aware that in the iA3G ConOps
ground based navigation support will be well available. This overrules iA3G model assumption
A5, and implies that for the iA3G ConOps there likely is no problem in realizing a 500 times
higher navigation dependability.
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P2. Airborne ADS-B transmitter or ATC uplink receiver failure
The very high requirement posed on ADS-B transmitter failure in the iA3G model differs
significantly from the requirement identified for the A3 model. In the A3 model the situation
would be as follows. If the airborne ADS-B transmitter of aircraft-i fails than other aircraft-k are
unable to receive state and intent information of aircraft-i. Without state and intent information
aircraft-k cannot safely resolve the conflict and thus does nothing. But in the A3 model aircraft-i
still receives state and intent information of aircraft-k and thus aircraft-i can resolve the conflict.
In the iA3G model separation is controlled from the ground. If the ADS-B transmitter of aircrafti fails, the ATC ground system doesn’t receive the state and intent information of aircraft-i.
Hence no resolution with aircraft-k is possible. Outdated state and intent information is dropped
by the ATC ground system after predetermined times. The ATC ground system is then unaware
of the state and intent of aircraft-i both the medium term as tactical layer are unable to generate a
resolution for aircraft-i or aircraft-k.
The MC simulations results showed that a failure probability of 1.0 *108 was necessary to
obtain similar results as the A3 model. It is so high because the iA3G appears to be very
sensitive to missing state and RBT information from one of more aircraft. Fortunately,
assumption A3 does not hold true for the iA3G ConOps, because a/c state information will also
be made available to the ATC system through SSR. Moreover, assumption A4 may not hold true,
because an RBT in the ATC system will not so rapidly be considered to be unreliable when an
a/c’s ADS-B transmitter is down. This means that for the iA3G ConOps it would suffice that the
ADS-B transmitter together with SSR realize the very low failure probability of 1.0 *108 .
The very high requirement posed on ATC uplink receiver failure in the iA3G model also differs
significantly from the requirement identified for the ADS-B receiver failure in the A3 model.
However, in case of an ATC uplink receiver failure for one single aircraft, then in the iA3G
ConOps the ATCo’s may use R/T to communicate the MTCR or STCR information to the crew
of the aircraft. Because of iA3G model assumption A0, this cannot be tested through running
MC simulations with the current iA3G model.
P3. ATC Ground System failure / corrupted
If the ATC ground system is down or corrupted both the Medium Term TBO layer as the Short
Term layer are not working. This means there are no conflicts detected and no resolution
process. The aircraft will continue flying their current conflicted flight plan (RBT).
In the A3 model the separation is based on ASAS support of the pilots. The failure probability of
ASAS should be 5*105 in the A3 model. In the iA3G model the failure probability of the ATC
ground systems needs to be 1.0 *107 , which is a much higher safety requirement. One should be
aware that this kind of high dependability requirement does not come as a surprise, because
similarly high dependability requirements already apply to current ATC ground system in busy
airspace.
P4. ADS-B Ground receiver failure
In the iA3G model the ADS-B ground receiver is used by the ATC ground system to receive the
state and intent information of all aircraft. When the ADS-B ground receiver is not working there
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is no new information received. In the A3 model when the ADS-B ground receiver of aircraft-i is
down the other aircraft are still capable of resolving the conflicts with the available state and
intent information. In the iA3G model when the ADS-B ground receiver is down this applies to
all aircraft. Hence none intent and state information is received. The ATC ground system is then
unable to resolve conflicts, due to outdated information.
The Monte Carlo simulation results showed that the failure probability for the ADS-B ground
receiver needs to be 1.0 *107 . One should be aware that in spite of assumption A3 for the iA3G
model, in the iA3G ConOps SSR Mode-S radars are fully in use, which avoids the very high
dependability requirement for the ADS-B ground receiver.
P5. Ether frequency of ATC uplink occupied or ether frequency of ADS-B occupied
The ATC uplink ether frequency is used in the iA3G model to send the resolution advices from
the ATC ground system to the aircraft. If this frequency is occupied then no resolution is send.
The aircraft will continue to fly according to their current conflicted flight plan.
The MC simulation results showed that a very low occupancy probability of 1.0 *107 appeared
necessary to obtain similar results as the A3 model. However it should be taken into account that
this low probability requirement applies for a mean duration of the occupancy of 1 hr (see #69 in
Table 2.13). At factors 10 or 100 lower mean durations, the probability requirement may go
down by the same factors. This brings the ATC uplink frequency occupancy requirements at a
practically manageable level (but still high). Complementary the ATCo may use R/T to
communicate MTCR or STCR information to crews to a few aircraft only. Because of iA3G
model assumption A0, the latter has not been evaluated through MC simulations.
Similarly, the global ADS-B frequency is used in the iA3G model to send the state and intent
information from all aircraft to the ATC ground system to the aircraft. If this frequency is
occupied then no state or intent is send. The aircraft will continue to fly according to their
current conflicted flight plan. The 1.0 *107 requirement on the failure probability is a factor 10
more demanding than it was for the A3 model. Because none of the assumption A0-A10 has
influence, this definitively is a high requirement. However, it should be taken into account that
this high dependability requirement applies for a mean duration of the occupancy of 1 hr (see
#65 in Table 2.13). At factors 10 or 100 lower mean durations, the failure probability
requirement may go down by the same factors. This brings the ADS-B frequency occupied
requirements at a practically manageable level.
P6. ATCo-Tactical maximum response time
In the A3 model there are no ATCo’s present. Conflict detection and resolution advice is
performed by the airborne ASAS and is directly presented to the Pilot-Flying. In the iA3G model
conflict detection and resolution advice is performed by the ATC ground system. The resolution
advice is then first checked by the ATCo before sending it to the corresponding aircraft using the
ATC Uplink transmitter.
For the iA3G model the simulation results show that the ATCo-T response should not take
longer than 1 second in order to get A3 model simulation results. Such response time
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requirement was only possible since in the iA3G ConOps the ATCo has been left out-of-the-loop
regarding the checking and uplinking of the tactical resolution maneuvers.
P8. ATC Uplink transmitter sending duration
The ATC Uplink transmitter is used to send resolution advices generated by the ATC ground
system to the aircraft. For the iA3G model to get A3 model simulation results it appears
necessary that the uplink transmission does not take longer than 1 second. None of the A1-A10
assumptions influences this.
Overall finding
To conclude the eight aircraft encounter MC simulation results: It is possible to obtain similar
results with the iA3G model as obtained for the A3 model. However to obtain these results
multiple iA3G parameters should have baseline values that often are more demanding than
similar A3 baseline parameter values. Table 2.15 presents the parameter requirements results
when the iA3G model assumptions have been taken into account. The first column indicates the
specific type of model parameters. The second column indicates the key model parameters upon
which requirements have to be posed. The last column indicates the level of requirement posed
to the values of these parameters. The indications used for the requirement levels are Normal,
High and Very High.
Table 2.15. Requirement levels posed by the iA3G ConOps

P#

Key model parameter

Requirement

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9

GNSS receiver failure
ADS-B transmitter & SSR failure
ATC Ground system failure
ADS-B ground receiver & SSR failure
Uplink & ADS-B frequencies occupied
ATCo-T maximum response time
ATCo-P maximum response time
ATC uplink transmitter sending duration
Pilot response time

Normal
Very High
Very High
Very High
High
High
Normal
High
Normal

The key parameters for which demanding requirements apply are:
- P2: Simultaneous airborne ADS-B transmitter failure and SSR failure should happen at a
probability  1.0  108 .
- P3: ATC Ground system failure probability  1.0  107 , because ATCo’s depend under iA3G
far more on the ATC ground system then under conventional ATC.
- P4: Similar like P2, simultaneous ADS-B ground receiver failure and SSR failure has a very
high requirement.
5
- P5: Probability of Frequency occupancy of ATC-uplink and ADS-B should be  1.0 10 if
the mean duration of occupancy time is 30 seconds;
- P6: ATCo-T response should not take longer than 1 second in order to get A3 model simulation
results. Such response time is only possible by deleting the ATCo-T out of the direct loop
regarding the checking and uplinking of the tactical resolution maneuvers;
- P8: ATC Uplink transmitter sending duration should be 1 second.
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Model assumptions that remain to be evaluated
Model assumptions A1, A2, A6, A7, A8, A9 and A10 appear to play no role in the above
evaluation. Their effects remain to be investigated in follow-up work.
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3 DENSE RANDOM TRAFFIC
3.1

Random traffic scenario

The random traffic scenario artificially simulates iA3G for aircraft flying randomly through a
virtually unlimited airspace. In order to accomplish this, the airspace is packed with rectangular
boxes. Within each box a fixed number of seven aircraft (i = 2, .. ,8) fly at arbitrary position and
in arbitrary direction at a ground speed of 250 m/s. One additional aircraft (i = 1) aims to fly
straight through a sequence of connected boxes, at the same speed, and the aim is to estimate its
probability of collision with any of the other aircraft per unit time of flying. Per box, the aircraft
within it behave the same, and for aircraft that pass the boundary of a box a Periodic Boundary
Condition (PBC) applies, e.g. [Rapaport, 2004]. This means that we have to simulate all aircraft
in one box only, though apply the ASAS conflict prediction and resolution also relative to
aircraft copies in neighbouring boxes. By changing the box size we can vary traffic density. In
order to avoid that an aircraft experiences a conflict with its own copy in a neighboring box, a
box should not become too small.
Similarly as was done for the evaluation of the A3 model [Blom&Bakker, 2013, 2015], all
aircraft are assumed to remain at a fixed flight level. This means we can work with a PCB box of
1000ft high. In order to simulate an aircraft density which is about 3 times the traffic density in
one of the busiest en route sectors over Europe in 2005, we set the horizontal size of the PBC
box to 62 Nm by 62 Nm, and simulate 8 aircraft per container. This comes down to an aircraft
density of 20.8 aircraft per flight level and per square area of 100Nm by 100Nm, which is 12.8x
the aircraft density in the example of [Andrews et al., 2006], 1.5x the maximum density
considered in [Blom et al., 2009], and similar to the maximum density considered in [Consiglio
et al., 2009; Blom & Bakker, 2015].

Figure 3.1. Simulated random traffic using Periodic Boundary Condition (PBC)
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Because of the random initial relative positions of the eight aircraft, there may be serious
short term as well as medium term conflicts at the beginning of each MC simulation run. In order
to resolve this, we first give the iA3G model simulation a time period of 10 min. to organize the
given traffic situation in line with its concept of operation. After this 10 min. convergence
period, safety related events are measured during a follow-up iA3G model simulation period of
10 min.
3.2

Initial iA3G simulation results under parameter reference values

The first simulation results obtained for the dense random traffic scenario are shown in
the Figure 3.2. The parameter reference values used for the 8-aircraft scenario are also used here.

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 3.2. Estimated probability per aircraft per flight hour of a miss event as a function of decreasing miss
distance, for random traffic under iA3G with reference parameter values vs. A3.

The iA3G curve in Figure 3.2 is inferior to the A3 curve. Upon investigating simulated
cases from the tail of this iA3G curve, the cause of the problem was identified: iA3G appeared to
have problems when at the start of a simulation run aircraft are closer to each other than the
minimum separation criterion. An example of such case involving three aircraft is shown in
Figure 3.3 (the three red circles).
In order to avoid this start-up problem, for each MC simulation run of random traffic the
initial condition was tested on having multiple separation conflicts between aircraft in the same
or neigbouring boxes. Each time a new initial aircraft position is generated, then this will be
compared to neighbouring aircraft. If a newly generated initial position is closer than 5 NM to
any of the nieghbouring aircraft positions, then another initial aircraft position is generated.
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Based on this change, the curve for the iA3G model on the random traffic scenario (see Figure
3.4) is now comparable to the curve for the A3 model.

Figure 3.3. The red circles are randomly generated initial positions of three aircraft that are near each other.

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 3.4. Estimated probability per aircraft per flight hour of a miss event, for random traffic under iA3G
model control (reference values) for traffic densities of 3x en route traffic density in 2005.
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3.3

Simulation results under large wind prediction error

While the accuracy of wind forecasts has improved in recent years, it is known that
occasional large errors can occur, which are known to significantly affect the performance of
trajectory prediction tools [Paglione & Ryan, 2007]. Figure 3.5 shows the impacts upon the risk
curve of systematic wind errors of 0 m/s, 10 m/s and 30 m/s (60 knots). The 10 m/s and 30 m/s
curves are far more to the right than under the A3 model (see Figure 3.6).

error)

(0 m/s wind error)

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 3.5. Effect of systematic wind field error of 10 m/s and 30 m/s for random traffic encounter

Figure 3.6 shows that even for a systematic wind field error of 30 m/s the A3 model
curve remains well away from the LOS frequency bracket, i.e. the current underscoring of 66%
of the minimum separation value of 5Nm. A systematic wind prediction error of 60 knots eats
5
away about 1Nm separation buffer at the 10 event probability level. This is much less than the
3Nm reported in [Consiglio et al., 2009] for the strategic conflict resolution layer only. A similar
extra 3 Nm applies to the 30 m/s curve for the iA3G model in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.6

Effect of systematic wind field prediction errors of 0, 10, 20 and 30 m/s.

By investigating cases in the tail of the 30 m/s curve in Figure 3.5, it was identified that the
problem was that non-conformant 4D plans were rejected before the tactical layer was given the
opportunity to resolve the problem.
In order to give the tactical layer the possibility to tactically resolve the conflicts between the 4D
plans rather than immediate rejection of the 4D plans, the following mitigating measures have
been identified:
-

Embracing the P0 change from ANP0.1/5 Nm/4.5 Nm to ANP1/6Nm/ 5 Nm;

-

Decoupling of position and speed conformance monitoring buffers into along and
transversal directions;

-

Increasing the conformance monitoring buffers for position and speed by a factor 3 in
along direction only;

-

Increasing the conformance monitoring buffers for speed deviations by an extra factor
1.5.

The effect of these changes on the parameter values are presented in Table 3.1. It should be
noticed that the decoupling (second bullet) has resulted into parameters 158a-d and 160a-d.
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The parameter ANPa / c refers to the navigation accuracy to be used by the aircraft considered;
such information is expected to be down-linked by an aircraft as part of its 4D trajectory plan.
The parameter VgBound (#160) has a baseline value of 10 m/s [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016, Appendix
B].
The simulation results based on these iA3G changes are shown in Figure 3.7. This curve is
pretty much the same as the 30 m/s wind prediction error curve obtained for A3 (see Figure 3.6).

Table 3.1: Parameter values that are changed from the iA3G reference values that have shown to work
well for eight a/c encounters (see Section 2.2)

PARAMETER

REFERENCE
VALUE iA3G

CHANGED
VALUE

ANP

0.1

1

121a

4.5 NM

5 NM

121b

4.5 NM

5 NM

124

5.0 NM

6 NM

126

5.0 NM

6 NM

127a

5.0 NM

6 NM

127c

5.0 NM

6 NM

#
Actual
Navigation
87
Performance (P0)
Horizontal
parameters

Horizontal
parameters

separation
(P0)

resolution
(P0)

158a

Bound

-
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error

No wind error

Miss distance (Nm)

Figure 3.7. Results for 0 m/s and 30 m/s wind prediction errors, under the parameter settings of Table 3.1 and
iA3G reference values for all other parameter values.

3.4

iA3G parameter baseline values

The next step is use the relaxed iA3G parameter baseline values in Table 2.13, and run again rare
event MC simulations of the further improved iA3G model on random traffic. The results are
shown in Figure 3.8 for 0m/s wind prediction error and 30 m/s wind prediction error
respectively.
Neither the 0 m/s curve nor the 30 m/s curve is as good as those obtained for the A3 model (see
Figure 3.6). The initial parts of both curves are similar as those for the A3 model. However,
below the level 10-3, the 0 m/s curve has a tail which is unknown for the A3 model. The 30 m/s
curve has a similar tail below the level 10-2. Investigation of cases in the tail has shown that
these tails are typically caused by rare cases where the pilot delay happens to be in the tail of the
Rayleigh density (with mean value of 5.7 s). Nevertheless, the good news is that this does not
lead to the sudden collapse of tactical conflict resolution that happened for the A3G model on the
8-aircraft encounter scenario [EMERGIA D2.2, 2014].
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Wind error 30 m/s

No wind error

Miss distance (Nm)
Figure 3.8 : Further improved iA3G on random traffic of 3x 2005 dense busy traffic.

3.5

Further improvement of iA3G parameter values

In order to give the PF some more space and time for the implementation of tactical instructions,
the following parameter value changes have been adopted:
-

The value for the MTCR separation parameter (#121a) has been increased from 5NM
to 6 NM;

-

The waiting time until a repeat of short term conflict detection (#130) is shortened
from 15 s to 5 s;

-

The maximal turn of an aircraft (#134, 142) has been reduced from 90 degrees to 30
degrees; and
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-

Several time slacks in the ATC ground system have been increased (#154,155,156,
162a,c).

All these changes are collected in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 : Parameter values that are changed from the iA3G baseline values that have shown to work well
for eight a/c encounters (see Section 2.12)

Agent

#

ATC Ground System

121a

130

134,
142
154

155
156

Parameter

Value

Explanation

MTCR
RsepATC

5 NM --> 6 NM

STC
TAlertAgain

15s --> 5s

This means that the MTCDRIIS starts earlier with the replanning of 4D plans
If a detected STC is not
STC
resolved within TAlertAgain
,



res
max

90deg -> 30deg

CMI
Td dist

2s --> 5s

TdCMI

2s --> 5s

CMI
TdVg

2s --> 5s

162a

MTCR  IIS
Twait

30s --> 41s

162c

STCR  IIS
Twait

5s --> 12s

then STC detection repeats.
Maximum course change
for resolution (*)
Time duration bound for
horizontal and
vertical distance
conformance
Time duration bound for
course conformance
Time duration bound for
groundspeed
conformance
Waiting duration before
new MTCR-IIS is started
Waiting duration before
new STCR-IIS is started

The rare-event MC simulation results are presented in Figure 3.9. Both the 0 m/s and the 30 m/s
curves are better than those in Figure 3.8, though not yet as good as those for A3 (see Figure
3.6). However, the 30 m/s curve stays now beyond the reference bracket for en-route traffic in
UK. The only problem is that below the 2.10 5 level the 30 m/s curve is not continuing the
descent of the 0 m/s curve. This means there is a need for conducting some further tuning of
iA3G model parameter values and subsequent testing. In order to make this practically
manageable there is a need for a factor 10 more acceleration in iA3G rare event MC simulation.
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Wind error 30 m/s

No wind error

Miss distance (Nm)

Figure 3.9 : Curves for 0 m/s and 30 m/s systematic wind field prediction errors.

3.6

Pilot Activity Frequencies

For the iA3G model, activity frequencies have been measured under random traffic demands.
The results obtained are shown in the third column of Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Mean frequency of STCR and MTCR activities per aircraft under no wind prediction error

Mean MTCR frequency
Mean STCR frequency
Mean Total frequency

3x and 0 m/s wind prediction
error – A3
0.11 per minute
0.08 per minute
0.19 per minute

3x and 0 m/s wind prediction
error – iA3G
0.18 per minute
0.018 per minute
0.20 per minute

In comparison to A3, under iA3G the MTCR frequency has gone up as much as the STCR
frequency has gone down. The explanation for the STCR frequency decrease is that the STCR
iteration happens on the ground before pilots are involved. The explanation for the MTCR
frequency increase is the increase of the MTCR separation value from 5 NM to 6 NM. However,
expectation is that for iA3G this MTCR activity frequency can be reduced to the 0.11 per minute
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value of A3 kind by a further tuning of MTCR parameters. In doing so, care should be taken that
due to this additional tuning the shape of the curves in Figure 3.9 should not be affected below
the 10-1 level.
Activity frequencies have also been measured for the simulations for the case of 30 m/s wind
prediction error. The results of these measurements are shown in Table 3.4. In comparison with
A3, the MTCR frequency has gone up by 40%, and the STCR frequency has gone down by 40%,
while the sum of MTCR and STCR frequencies has gone down by 20%. Also under the 30 m/s
wind prediction error it is expected that by proper tuning of the MTCR parameters, the MTCR
activity frequency for iA3G can be reduced to the 0.15 per minute level of A3.
Table 3.4. Mean frequency of STCR and MTCR activities per aircraft under 30 m/s wind prediction error

Mean MTCR frequency
Mean STCR frequency
Mean Total frequency

3x and 30 m/s wind
prediction error – A3
0.15 per minute
0.40 per minute
0.55 per minute

3x and 30 m/s wind
prediction error – iA3G
0.21 per minute
0.25 per minute
0.46 per minute

Compared to the activity frequencies in Table 3.3 (0 m/s wind prediction error), under iA3G the
total frequency of STCR and MTCR activities increases from one per 5 minutes (0.20 per min)
to one per 2.2 minutes (0.46 per min) due to 30 m/s wind prediction error. By far the largest
increase concerns STCR frequency, i.e. from 0.018 per minute to 0.25 per minute.

3.7

ATCo Activity Frequencies

The iA3G activity frequency results allow predicting the MTCR activity loads for the ATCo by
multiplying the iA3G measured MTCR frequencies by the number of aircraft for which the
ATCo is responsible. The results of such predictions are shown in Figure 3.10. According to the
black curve in Figure 3.10, under the A3G ConOps, if the ATCo is responsible for 17 aircraft,
then the ATCo has to perform 3 MTCR activities per minute under 3x high 2005 traffic demand
and no wind prediction error. This may be a demanding task level, though is expected to be
manageable by a well-equipped and well-trained ATCo. Under wind prediction errors of 30 m/s,
the MTCR activity frequency goes up to 3.6 MTCR activities per minute. Because this higher
load will continue for a short period only, this also seems to be manageable. If the MTCR
parameters are further tuned, then it is expected that the cap of 17 aircraft per ATCo may
significantly increase.
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Figure 3.10. Predicted MTCR activity frequency [1/min] of an ATCo as a function of the number of aircraft
being responsible for. Black line: 3x 2005 high and no wind prediction error; dashed line: 3x 2005 high and
30 m/s systematic wind prediction error.

For the iA3G ConOps it is assumed that the ATCo-T is not directly in the loop of informing
pilots about STCR. However, without this assumption, then the iA3G STCR activity frequency
results allow predicting the STCR activity loads for the ATCo-T by multiplying the iA3G
measured STCR frequencies by the number of aircraft for which the ATCo-T is responsible. The
results of such predictions are shown in Figure 3.11. According to the black curve in Figure 3.11,
under the A3G ConOps, if the ATCo is responsible for 17 aircraft, then the ATCo has to perform
0.3 STCR activities per minute under 3x high 2005 traffic demand and no wind prediction error.
Under wind prediction errors of 30 m/s, the STCR activity frequency goes up to 4 STCR
activities per minute. Because this higher load will continue for a short period only, this also
seems to be manageable. The above means that from a task load perspective only it might be an
option that the ATCo-T stays in the direct loop.
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Figure 3.11. Predicted STCR activity frequency of an ATCo in the direct loop as a function of the number of
aircraft being responsible for. Black line: 3x 2005 high and no wind prediction error; dashed line: 3x 2005
high and 30 m/s systematic wind prediction error.

3.8

Flight efficiency

The simulation results obtained are now used to assess flight efficiency in terms of mean loss in
effective distance travelled, and the mean lateral deviation at the end point of the Monte Carlo
simulation period of 20 minutes. As is depicted in Figure 3.12, the effective distance travelled
eliminates any detours made to reach this end point, while the absolute value of the lateral
deviation at this end point provides a measure of the net effect of these detours in terms of the
lateral displacement at this end point.
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Figure 3.12. Flight efficiency measures.

In Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 the results of flight efficiency evaluations are shown for 0 m/s
and 30 m/s wind prediction errors respectively, all on the random traffic scenarios considered in
this section. The results show that the mean loss in effective distance travelled is around 2.5%
under 0 m/s wind prediction error, and more than twice as high under 30 m/s wind prediction
error. In comparison to A3, these figures are significantly better under 0 m/s, and significantly
worse under 30 m/s wind prediction errors.

Table 3.5. Flight efficiency of A3 and iA3G under 0 m/s wind prediction error

A3
iA3G
Mean loss in effective distance travelled
3.3 %
2.5 %
Mean absolute value of lateral deviation 15.0 NM 16.3 NM
Table 3.6. Flight efficiency of A3 and iA3G under 30 m/s wind prediction error

A3
iA3G
Mean loss in effective distance travelled
3.0 %
6.7 %
Mean absolute value of lateral deviation 19.6 NM 26.7 NM
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In the preceding WP4 report [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016] an agent-based simulation model of the
iA3G ConOps has been developed, and initial rare event MC simulations have been conducted
for an eight aircraft encounter scenario. These results showed that the iA3G model performs
much better than the A3G model, and similarly well than the A3 model. However, the iA3G
parameter values used in [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016] were not realistic. The current report has
shown that these iA3G parameter values can significantly be relaxed while still realizing an
iA3G performance similar to A3.
This issue has first been addressed for an eight-aircraft encounter scenario and subsequently for a
very busy en-route random traffic scenarios. For the eight-aircraft encounter scenario this has
delivered a set of iA3G parameter baseline values (Table 2.13) under which the iA3G model
performs similarly well as the A3 model. These iA3G parameter baseline values have
subsequently been evaluated on the requirement level they pose upon the practical realization of
the iA3G ConOps. When taking into account iA3G model assumptions, the parameters for which
high requirements apply appear to be:
-

-

-

Simultaneous airborne ADS-B transmitter failure and SSR failure should happen at a
probabilities  1.0*108 ; because if it happens then any conflict resolution involving the
applicable aircraft fails. Similar requirement applies to simultaneous failure of ADS-B
ground receiver and SSR.
ATC Ground system failure, because ATCo’s depend under iA3G far more on the ATC
ground system then under conventional ATC.
ATCo-T response should not take longer than 1 second in order to get A3 model
simulation results. Such response time is only possible by deleting the ATCo-T out of the
direct loop regarding the checking and uplinking of the tactical resolution maneuvers;
ATC Uplink transmitter sending duration should be 1 second or less.
Probabilities of frequency occupancy of ATC-uplink and ADS-B should be  1.0*105 if
the mean duration of occupancy time is 30 seconds;

The subsequent evaluation of the iA3G on busy en-route random traffic scenario has revealed a
need in adapting the following iA3G model parameters:
- Increasing the separation minimum at which MTCR starts a replanning from 5 NM to
6 NM;
- Shortening the time to repeat the detection of an STC;
- Decreasing the maximum course change from 90 degrees to 30 degrees;
- Adapting various time slack parameters in MTCDR and STCDR.
- Decoupling of position and speed conformance monitoring buffers into along and
transversal directions;
- Increasing the conformance monitoring buffers for position and speed by a factor 3 in
along direction only;
- Increasing the conformance monitoring buffers for speed deviations by an extra factor
1.5;
The good news is that none of these parameter changes poses serious extra requirements.
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Upon having adopted all these changes, the iA3G model appears to perform reasonably well on a
random traffic scenario of very high en-route traffic demand. Nevertheless, regarding
safety/capacity trade-off, the iA3G model has significant less room for further improvement than
the A3 model has.
Regarding pilot workload, the iA3G model asks a higher MTCR pilot activity frequency and a
lower STCR pilot activity frequency than A3 does, though the sum of the two stays the same.
However, it is expected that this MTCR activity frequency can be reduced by further tuning of
the MTCR parameter values.
Regarding flight efficiency, under lack of wind uncertainties the iA3G model is slightly better
than A3 is. However under significant wind changes, this iA3G advantage rapidly changes in an
iA3G disadvantage. Regarding requirements posed on the dependability of technical systems, the
central organization of iA3G is more demanding than the decentralized A3 model is.
For the A3 model three positive emergent behaviours have been identified (Blom & Bakker,
2013):
1. Tactical conflict resolution layer is working very well in combination with a TBO
medium term resolution layer;
2. No need to use a buffer between TBO resolution minimum and separation minimum;
3. Even under extremely high en-route traffic demands there are no phase transitions
happening.
For the iA3G model, the first positive emergent behaviour has also been found, though under the
requirement that there is at least a 1 NM buffer between TBO resolution minimum and
separation minimum. The latter overrules emergent behaviour number 2. Regarding the third
positive emergent behaviour, the phase transition that will kick in first is that the MTCR activity
frequency reaches a workload limit before a traffic-based phase transition might happen.
Although the emergent behaviour of the iA3G model is not as positive as those of the A3 model,
it definitively is remarkably good for the very high en route traffic demand considered. Therefore
the iA3G can be used as a valuable reference point for the further research and development of
the SESAR2020+ ConOps. Important issues to be addressed are the differences between iA3G
and SESAR2020+, and the effects of iA3G model assumptions A1, A2, A6, A7, A8, A9 and
A10 (Appendix B).
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF IA3G TO SESAR2020+
Based on [EMERGIA D2.2, 2014], this appendix provides a systematic comparison of the iA3G
ConOps against this SESAR2020+ ConOps [SESAR-JU, 2013], as a result of which similarities
and differences are identified. This comparison is organized in three steps.
Step 1 compares their scopes.
Step 2 compares their 4D trajectory layer
Step 3 compares their tactical resolution layer.
Step 1: Comparison of scopes
Table A.1 gives an overview of the main scoping issues for the two ConOps considered.

Table A.1 Comparison of scoping issues

Aspect

SESAR2020+

iA3G ConOps

Airspace

En Route and TMA

En Route

Traffic demand

1.22x 2010 traffic

3x 2005 traffic ~ 3x 2010 traffic

RBT based operation

Yes

Yes

RBT equipped aircraft

40%

100%

SWIM

Yes

Yes

ASAS

No ASAS use by pilots

No ASAS use by pilots

ACAS

Improved TCAS

Improved TCAS

The main similarities are RBT approach, SWIM and the no use of ASAS by pilots. The main
differences concern the percentages of fully equipped aircraft, the traffic demands, and the type
of airspace.
The 100% equipment level assumed within the iA3G ConOps has its rationale in the objective of
the EMERGIA project. It simply will be unrealistic to expect that the remarkably positive
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emergent behaviours identified for the A3 ConOps can be realized with not fully equipped
aircraft. Hence from an EMERGIA project perspective this difference is less relevant, although it
will have posed extra challenges to the designers of the SESAR 2020+ ConOps.
For the higher traffic demand (about a factor 2.5) of the iA3G ConOps and the restriction to Enroute airspace it has been shown that an agent based model of the A3 ConOps produces the very
positive emergent behaviour we are looking for in a ground based ConOps model.
Step 2: Comparison of 4D trajectory layers
Table A.2 gives an overview of the main 4D trajectory layer based issues for the two ConOps
considered.

Table A.2 Comparison of 4D trajectory layer issues

Aspect

SESAR2020+

iA3G ConOps

Separation Minima

5 NM / 1000 ft

5 NM / 1000 ft

Time Horizon

25 - 8 minutes

15 – 3 minutes

4D trajectories

RBT sharing

RBT sharing

Responsible

Planning Controller

Planning Controller

TRACT

Subliminal
speed Not considered within iA3G
advisories through CTO’s

Conformance
Monitoring

MONA for PC

MONA for PC

Conflict Detection

MTCD

MTCD

Conflict Resolution

MTCD probing by PC

MTCR based proposals to PC

4D
Resolution
Architecture

None; based
model of PC

Conflict

on

mental

Centralized architecture, i.e. conflict resolution
algorithm delivers a joint resolution for all aircraft
involved.
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4D info to aircraft

CPDLC

Pilot role

Reject OR
implement

4D
downlink

trajectory

CPDLC

Accept

and

ADS-C

Reject OR Accept and implement

ADS-B

The main differences in the 4D trajectory layer are: the shorter time horizon of iA3G, No
subliminal speed advisories in iA3G, and conflict resolution is supported by algorithms instead
of MTCD probing by ATCo-P.
Regarding the lower value of the time horizon, it is important to notice that according to
[SESAR-JU, 2013] it remains to be determined what the optimal prediction time horizon is to
define the split between the RBT layer and the Tactical resolution layer. From this perspective it
is quite relevant that for the A3 Conops significant experience has been gained regarding this
design aspect. For example in [Meulenbelt, 2012], it has been shown that a decrease of the
splitting value below 3 minutes leads to a deterioration, while an increase above the 3 minutes
does not lead to an improvement. That’s why for the A3 ConOps the splitting value has been set
at 3 minutes in order to give the RBT layer as much time as possible to resolve as many
conflicts as is possible, and thus leaving as few as possible to the Tactical resolution layer.
Hence the same splitting time value of 3 minutes has been adopted for the iA3G ConOps.
Regarding the SESAR2020+ MTCD supported resolution by the ATCo-P, there are large
differences with the 4D resolution approach in the A3G ConOps. However, in order to maintain
the powerful emergent behaviour of the A3 model, the specific choice made for the iA3G
ConOps follows from the principle in staying as close as is possible to the architecture of the A3
ConOps. Moreover, the iA3G ConOps aims to accommodate a 2.5 times as high traffic demand
than SESAR2020+. Such factor of 2.5 implies two complementary challenges: 1) there are far
more conflicts to be resolved, and 2) the resolution of each conflict involves more aircraft and is
therefore more complex.
Step 3: Comparison of tactical resolution layers
Table A.3 gives an overview of the main 4D trajectory layer based issues for the two ConOps
considered.
Table A.3 Comparison of Tactical layer issues

Aspect

SESAR2020+

iA3G ConOps

Separation Minima

5 NM / 1000 ft

5 NM / 1000 ft
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Time Horizon

8 - 6 minutes

3 - 0 minutes

Type of instructions

Closed loop heading/height change
OR Open loop heading/height
change

Open loop heading/height change
OR
Back to 4D trajectory clearance

Responsible

Tactical Controller

STCR automation on ground

Surveillance

SSR Mode-S and ADS-B out

SSR Mode-S and ADS-B out

Conformance Monitoring

MONA for TC

MONA for TC

Conflict Detection

MTCD and STCA

Short Term Conflict detection

Conflict Resolution

MTCD probing by TC

STCR

Tactical Conflict

None; based on mental model of
TC

Centralized architecture, i.e. joint
conflict resolution algorithm for aircraft
involvevedt.

TC decides on basis of Safety,
Geometry, Queue management

TC not in the direct loop

R/T

R/T

Pilot role

Reject OR Accept and implement
AND Reply

Reject OR Accept and implement
through Control Panel AND Confirm

Insertion
of
tactical
instruction in ATC system

Simultaneously with R/T message

Simultaneously with CPDLC message

Resolution Architecture

Sequence of
resolutions

ATCo
–
communication

pair-wise

Pilot

The main differences in the tactical layer are: Shorter time horizon for iA3G, Open loop type of
tactical instruction under iA3G, No use of SSR mode-S for surveillance by iA3G, Algorithm
based conflict resolution by iA3G, and STCR is sent directly to pilot without ATCo in the loop.
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The rationale of the shorter time horizon has already been explained before. Related to this
shorter time horizon, tactical instructions always are of the open-loop type, which means that the
back-to-goal aspect can be resolved through an RBT update with support of the ATCo-P.
Regarding the SESAR2020+ MTCD supported resolution by the ATCo-T, there are large
differences with the Tactical resolution approach in the iA3G ConOps. However, in order to
maintain the powerful emergent behaviour of the A3 model, the specific choice made for the
iA3G ConOps follows from the principle in staying as close as is possible to the architecture of
the Tactical layer in the A3 ConOps. Moreover, the iA3G ConOps aims to accommodate a 2.5
times as high traffic demand than SESAR2020+. Such factor of 2.5 implies two complementary
challenges: 1) there are far more conflicts to be resolved, and 2) the resolution of each conflict
involves more aircraft and is therefore more complex.
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APPENDIX B. IA3G MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
In developing the iA3G model in [EMERGIA D4.1, 2016], the following model assumptions
have been adopted:
A0. R/T communication is not used between ATCo’s and pilots.
A1. All aircraft are identical and fly at the same altitude with the same speed.
A2. No emergency situations are modelled.
A3. No Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) data is assumed to be available to ATC.
A4. A 4D plan in the ATC system is considered to be unreliable if no timely ADS-B message
about the corresponding RBT is received.
A5. No ground based navigation support is available, i.e. navigation is based on Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and Inertial Reference System (IRS) only.
A6. The ATCo-P always accepts the MTCR-IIS proposed 4D plans.
A7. The ATCo-T always accepts the STCR-IIS proposed tactical changes.
A8. The Pilots always accept the proposed 4D plans and tactical changes.
A9. The Pilot always enters the received 4D plans and tactical changes correctly in the FMS
A10. Datalink information exchange (ADS-B and ATC-uplinking) happens without
corruption.
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APPENDIX C. NUMBER OF MC SIMULATION RUNS
FIGURE
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

TEST
8 a/c baseline
P0
P0

2.8

P3

2.9

P5

2.10

P6

2.11
2.12

PARAMETER VALUES TESTED
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
ANP1 & Hor. sep 4.5 NM & Hor. Res. 5.5 NM
ANP1 & Hor. sep 5.0 NM & Hor. Res. 6.0 NM

# MC RUNS
2.4*106
3.7*106
3.6*106
4.8*106
3.6*106
4.5*106
2.4*106
1.2*106
1.2*106
2.7*106
7.5*106
2.7*106

and

4.2*106

and

2.7*106

and

3.6*106

P1
P2

P7

3.6*106
3.6*106

P8

2.13

P9

 Td = 30 s

2.14

P9

Td = 5.7 s

2.15

P9

2.16
3.2
3.4
3.5

8 a/c relaxed
Random traffic
Random traffic
30 m/s
10 m/s
0 m/s
30 m/s
0 m/s
30 m/s
0 m/s
30 m/s

3.7
3.8
3.9

2

2.7*106

1

5.1*106

1

4.8*106

Td = 15 s

1

4.8*106

iA3G baseline values (Table 2.13)
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
iA3G reference values (Table 2.1)
& further improved iA3G
iA3G baseline values (Table 2.13)
& further improved (Table 3.1)
iA3G baseline values (Table 2.13)
& further improved (Tables 3.1&3.2)

1.0*106
1.6*105
1.7*105
1.2*105
1.6*104
7*105
7*105
1.2*105
5.2*104
6.3*105
6.3*105

Td = 10 s
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